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CHAPTER 1.  

USING PUSH NOTIFICATIONS TO 
ESTABLISH TEACHER PRESENCE 
IN HYBRID/ONLINE COURSES

Theresa (Tess) Evans and A.J. Rivera
Miami University (Ohio)

In this chapter, the authors describe push notifications used in online, 
real-time learning; online, any time learning; and hybrid learning. Spe-
cifically, the authors offer guidance for using announcements in the LMS 
as push notifications, which are messages forwarded to mobile devices 
that encourage users to tap into the course app, as a practice to promote 
social, cognitive, and teacher presence in online learning. In describing 
their “better practice,” this chapter addresses the themes of Accessibility 
and Inclusivity and Professional Learning for Online Teachers.

FRAMEWORKS AND PRINCIPLES IN THIS CHAPTER

• Global Society of Online Literacy Educators (GSOLE) Principle 1.2: 
Use of technology should support stated course objectives, thereby not 
presenting an undue burden for instructors and students.

• Jessie Borgman and Casey McArdle’s PARS framework: Instruction is 
grounded in user experience to ensure that it is personal, accessible, re-
sponsive, and strategic. All four PARS terms are discussed in this chapter.

• Council of Writing Program Administrators (CWPA), National 
Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), and National Writing 
Project (NWP) Framework for Success in Postsecondary Writing: 
Instruction encourages persistence, “the ability to sustain interest in, 
and attention to, short- and long-term projects.”

GUIDING QUESTIONS BEFORE YOU BEGIN READING

• How can a strategic push notification program improve course design 
and help scaffold students through the work of the semester?

https://doi.org/10.37514/PER-B.2024.2241.2.01
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• How can push notifications help students persist in completing course 
assignments?

• Why should instructors carefully consider the timing and frequency of 
push notifications?

• How can instructors ensure their push notification program aligns 
with the PARS approach, which values being personable, accessible, 
responsive, and strategic?

INTRODUCTION

We are bombarded constantly with push notifications. Emergency notifica-
tions from our institutions. Weather alerts. Calendar reminders about upcom-
ing meetings. Social media notifications about who just posted or what news is 
trending. Resisting the urge to click into those notifications depends largely on 
how compelling the message is and how important the information is to us in 
that moment.

And, whether we realize it or not, many of us are already using push notifi-
cations when we send out messages from our LMS.

One morning on the way to campus, Tess got stuck in a traffic jam due to 
an accident and realized she would not make it on time to her first class of the 
day. After initially panicking, she remembered she had the power to immediate-
ly alert her students. She got on the mobile app for the LMS and sent an an-
nouncement to students with the subject line: “Class canceled: Stuck in traffic.” 
When she arrived at the classroom 15 minutes late, she was relieved that not one 
student had shown up for class or sent an email asking where she was. Everyone 
had received the message.

While that example shows the advantage of push notifications for late-break-
ing news, we can also use push notifications to create a better practice for online 
instruction, one that would more effectively establish teacher presence and im-
prove student engagement.

sTumbling uPon The use of Push noTificaTions 
foR a fasT-Paced online couRse

In January of 2019, Tess began teaching a 21-day online version of a required 
advanced communication course for business students offered during a mini-se-
mester just prior to the start of spring semester. An obvious downside of such a 
short time frame is the intense workload for both students and instructor. Aside 
from a couple of synchronous small group meetings for team projects, the course 
was mostly asynchronous, which created communication challenges.
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Course materials were set up on the institution’s Canvas LMS prior to the 
start of the course, so much of the day-to-day work for the instructor focused on 
feedback, grading, and responding to many student emails throughout the day. 
Tess quickly discovered that she was spending too much time either following 
up on missed assignments or answering emails from students who were asking 
about information that was already provided. Students seemed to be going di-
rectly into the Canvas calendar or “To Do” list to get to assignment forums, 
bypassing the supporting resources in the modules.

Tess realized that students were not always on their laptops, but they did tend 
to have immediate access to their mobile devices. She began to wonder if sending 
daily reminders that went directly to their mobile devices would be a pre-emp-
tive move to reduce confusion about tasks. This assumption that students might 
download and use the app soon became a core part of the course design.

When she taught the course again in the summer of 2019, Tess set up a series 
of delayed-release Canvas Announcements that provided links to the assign-
ments due each day and a link to the module. She added a statement directing 
students to go to the module for additional resources related to those assign-
ments. Creating this series of messages ahead of time forced Tess to continually 
revisit the schedule, which helped her to recognize and adjust points of assign-
ment overload or inadequate lead times for drafts.

Once the course began, reminders were automatically pushed out daily at 
8:00 a.m. That semester Tess noticed fewer questions about where to find infor-
mation and fewer missed assignments. Students received consistent, transparent 
communication and a daily reminder that they were taking a course with an 
instructor who was present. The reminders also provided support to students 
who struggled with time management or struggled to manage the rapid pace of 
a mini-semester course.

Tess had downloaded the instructor version of the mobile Canvas app, which 
notified her of student submissions and the release of announcements. One ben-
efit of delayed-release announcements that Tess had not expected was experienc-
ing, first-hand, her own enhanced teacher presence in the course. As she sipped 
her morning coffee, in a kind of out-of-body experience, Tess received the same 
alert on her mobile device that students received, which was herself reminding 
everyone about the tasks for the day. She began to look forward to the messages 
“past Tess” set up once she was immersed in the day-to-day tasks of running the 
course. She found it helpful to be reminded of what to expect students to be 
working on, especially when focused on responding to drafts or grading assign-
ments already completed.

Fast forward to Fall 2020. Our state university, which is a mostly residential 
campus, had moved courses online for the first five weeks of fall semester, with 
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students choosing to live on campus or complete the semester fully remote. The 
semester had unique challenges because, in addition to teaching four sections of 
technical writing, Tess was mentoring graduate assistants teaching the course for 
the first time—who were also teaching online for the first time. To accommo-
date university requirements in Fall 2020 that synchronous sessions be offered 
at least in some manner, they met with their students in small groups for weekly 
sessions of about 30 minutes. With the less-frantic pace of a 15-week semester 
and the weekly class meetings, Tess did not immediately think to use the system 
of delayed-release announcements.

Neither the undergraduate students nor the graduate teaching assistants had 
signed up for an online experience, which resulted in confusion, discomfort, and 
some resistance.

Tess noticed that students still needed an extra nudge to help them find 
the information and do the work—whether readings for discussion or assign-
ments they needed to post. She returned to the practice of using delayed-release 
announcements, which proved valuable throughout a semester of shifting cir-
cumstances from online, to partially face to face, and back again to online as 
COVID-19 cases rose. Despite all the confusion, students could count on her 
presence through those push notifications.

sTumbling ThRough online insTRucTion foR 
The fiRsT Time duRing covid-19

For the Fall 2020 semester, A.J. was one of the doctoral students1 teaching on-
line for the first time. Prior to 2020, his lack of online teaching experience had 
not been much of a concern. While he had taught many courses at different 
colleges before that semester, A.J. had never needed to teach an online course.

To complicate matters, that fall was the first semester A.J. taught technical 
writing. Part of the stress of teaching this new course in this new context was 
alleviated by the existence of a master course for the online version of technical 
writing, which Tess designed the previous summer. Although this master tem-
plate was intended for the six-week online version of the course, it was easily 
adapted for the full semester, and it did provide support on two levels: should an 
instructor have become sick, another could take over their class without much 
hardship or adjustment needed; also, major assignment descriptions, as well as 
suggested daily activities, were included. Even with this fairly well-organized 
course template, though, students had trouble remembering where to look for 
activities or guidelines they would need.

1  Update: A.J. completed his PhD in Composition and Rhetoric in 2023.
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As these types of problems emerged or issues needed to be addressed, A.J. 
would communicate with students. For A.J., this communication took the form of 
announcements sent out through Canvas to explain whatever the problem was. A 
student had a question about an assignment? Other students might have the same 
question, so send an announcement. A due date needed to be changed for whatev-
er reason? Send an announcement. A link in the course page was broken or a page 
was unpublished? Send an announcement. Some of these messages would end up 
being fairly long, and, particularly as the semester went on, A.J. would end up 
sending announcements multiple times a week, if not daily, with no real strategy 
or planning behind these messages. The lack of organization and the erratic timing 
of his messaging resulted in confusion for both students and instructor.

changing PRacTices To addRess changing habiTs of inTeRacTion

The experiences of Tess and A.J. led them to reconsider how students were ac-
cessing and engaging with course content and to think more strategically about 
how to communicate with students in digital forums. Not only did they want 
to increase student engagement and success, but they also wanted to focus their 
time and energies more productively.

With increased student engagement as a goal, and increased teacher presence 
as a strategy to achieve that goal, our chapter provides guidance for strategically 
communicating with students through regular, consistent messaging designed 
to keep students on track to successfully complete the course. Instructors can 
plan and set up messages ahead of time, saving themselves time and stress once 
the course gets underway. If those pre-scheduled messages can be edited right up 
to the release time (as they can in Canvas), then instructors are also in a better 
position to respond flexibly to needed adjustments in the course.

SCHOLARSHIP, THEORIES, AND PRINCIPLES 
THAT GUIDE OUR APPROACH

The theory informing our practice is the Community of Inquiry Framework, 
developed by D. Randy Garrison and colleagues (2000), which considers how 
social presence, cognitive presence, and teacher presence intersect to create the 
educational experience in online any time text-based environments.

Garrison et al. (2000) noted that, from the collaborative constructionist 
point of view, “Collaboration is seen as an essential aspect of cognitive develop-
ment since cognition cannot be separated from the social context” (p. 92). The 
social presence and cognitive presence within a course depend on how effectively 
teacher presence is established (Garrison et al., 2000). The crucial role of teacher 
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presence has evolved over time, as technology has advanced from asynchronous, 
text-only capabilities to more synchronous interactions through text messaging, 
real-time collaborative document editing, and videoconferencing. The strategies 
we use to communicate with our students must also evolve to keep up with the 
changing ways in which they interact with course materials.

Instructor-created push notifications promote social presence by emphasiz-
ing that teachers—and students—are real persons in a collaborative working 
relationship with one another, a fact that can be forgotten in the asynchronous 
online classroom. Push notifications promote cognitive presence by reminding 
students about assignments and directing them to information that can be ac-
cessed from their mobile devices. Push notifications can establish teacher pres-
ence if messages are clearly written by the instructor, even if that instructor is 
teaching from a course template designed by someone else.

Our practice also follows Jessie Borgman and Casey McArdle’s (2019) PARS 
framework of Personal, Accessible, Responsive, and Strategic course design and 
teaching practices. The PARS framework suggests that instructors have a duty to 
be personal and personable, accessible to students, responsive to student requests 
for help, and strategic in their pedagogy, course design, and administration. The 
practice of strategic messaging—whether through push notifications or some other 
means—is aligned with the PARS framework in notable and important ways. Stra-
tegic course design is just the beginning of teacher presence: publishing a course 
with assignments mapped out and activities and readings already accessible allows 
for the instructor to focus on being personable and responsive—but only if students 
are proactively engaging with the course. Proactively establishing teacher presence 
through push notifications helps ensure that messaging stays focused more on en-
couragement and course progression than on frustrated or missing students.

The Global Society of Online Literacy Educators’ (GSOLE) Online Literacy 
Instruction Principles and Tenets (2019) also work in tandem with the PARS 
framework. Principle 1 states that “Online literacy instruction should be uni-
versally accessible and inclusive,” and under this larger umbrella exists the tenet 
that the “Use of technology should support stated course objectives, thereby not 
presenting an undue burden for instructors and students.” The use of push no-
tifications requires careful consideration of timing and frequency to ensure they 
are a help, not a burden.

A system of strategic messaging also aligns with persistence, from the Frame-
work for Success in Postsecondary Writing; in particular, push notifications can 
encourage students “to follow through, over time, to complete tasks, processes, 
or projects” (Council of Writing Program Administrators et al., 2011). While 
some could consider these constant reminders enabling, we instead look at them 
as a gentle reminder for our students who are often juggling multiple courses, 

https://wpacouncil.org/aws/cwpa/pt/sd/news_article/242845/_parent/layout_details/false
https://wpacouncil.org/aws/cwpa/pt/sd/news_article/242845/_parent/layout_details/false
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jobs, volunteerism, and other commitments, providing them with the ability to 
remain persistent in their work.

COURSE CONTEXT AND LESSON

Both Tess and A.J. teach in the department of English at a midsize state univer-
sity in the midwestern United States. The campus is primarily residential. The 
courses we have recently taught are designed to satisfy the advanced writing re-
quirement for majors such as engineering, computer science, business, statistics, 
and data analytics.

At our institution, three-week online courses are offered during the win-
ter session and four- or six-week online courses are offered during the eight-
week summer session. Only occasionally are online courses offered during 
regular semesters at the main campus. For instance, in the Fall 2021 semester, 
the department offered seven sections of technical writing (the course that A.J. 
was teaching). Two of those sections were offered as online courses; both were 
asynchronous and taught by an adjunct instructor. Tess has occasionally taught 
technical writing online or in a hybrid format during the regular semester to ac-
commodate a long student waitlist or the constraints of limited classroom space.

Our institution uses Canvas as its LMS for all courses. Canvas offers a num-
ber of features, including the Canvas mobile app that is available for students 
and faculty, along with the push notifications that can be sent via this app. Push 
notifications can be a useful tool in addressing one of the biggest challenges for 
online instructors: maintaining presence in a course with limited or nonexistent 
synchronous interactions. Even web-enhanced in-person courses today require 
strategies for maintaining presence for those students who miss class meetings, 
particularly in an era of less stringent policies on attendance and a movement 
towards more flexibility in attendance requirements.

As previously mentioned, push notifications have become a fairly common 
medium for communication. The teacher version of the Canvas mobile app au-
tomatically sends push notifications to alert instructors of student submissions, 
and it allows instructors to create push notifications through the Announce-
ments function. Announcements are automatically sent to a student’s email, and 
they are also sent out as push notifications to the student’s mobile devices, pro-
vided the student has downloaded the Canvas app. This direct messaging can go 
a long way to help students remember important assignments and deadlines, as 
well as direct them to useful course materials that are already available to them.

With our past experiences in mind, we were curious as to how many students 
were using the Canvas mobile app. An informal raise-of-hands survey of our Fall 
2021 students at the beginning of the semester seemed to indicate that most students 
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had downloaded the Canvas app and relied on their mobile devices, at least periodi-
cally, for accessing and receiving information about their courses. We conducted an 
IRB-exempted survey of our students at midterm to find out where students were 
going to find out about upcoming assignments and how they rated the helpfulness 
of our push notifications about upcoming assignments and due dates.

We had 20 respondents out of the 97 students who received the survey (23 
students in the in-person technical writing course section taught by A.J. and 74 
students in four hybrid business communication course sections taught by Tess). 
Out of those 20 respondents, 18 reported using the Canvas App; 16 rated Can-
vas Announcements as “very helpful” or “helpful”; and two rated the announce-
ments as “neither helpful nor unhelpful” (n=20). None of the respondents rated 
Canvas Announcements as “somewhat unhelpful” or “very unhelpful.”

The survey also asked students to identify all the places they go to find out 
what assignments are due. The results seem to confirm our suspicion that stu-
dents often bypass the Canvas course site and go directly to the Canvas To Do 
list, which appears on the Canvas dashboard and shows students what is due for 
all their courses.

• The To Do list came in first, with notifications through the Canvas 
mobile app coming in second. Canvas email notifications and the 
Canvas calendar tied as the third most accessed. Of interest to us is 
that the To Do list and the Canvas calendar require a student to pro-
actively seek out the information those forums provide. Notifications 
through the Canvas mobile app or through student email are passive 
sources of information.

• The Canvas Announcements forum itself ranked a distant fourth as 
a place to find out what assignments were due (all announcements 
are saved in a forum on the Canvas site; students can also access the 
forum from their mobile device).

• The last place students looked for course information was the Canvas 
Course Summary, which lists all published assignments in order of due 
date (published assignments also populate the To Do list and the Can-
vas Calendar). This result was surprising to Tess because, during the 
initial years following the university switch to Canvas in 2015, direct 
student feedback consistently showed a strong reliance on the Course 
Summary. Perhaps preferences have shifted as students have shifted to 
using the mobile app.

• The Canvas To Do list shows up on the Canvas Dashboard and within 
the Canvas course; however, students are more likely to go to the Canvas 
Dashboard version of the To Do list, where they can find upcoming 
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due dates for every class they are taking, not just ours. We believe that 
push notifications can provide the “nudge” students need to successfully 
complete assignments for our course. The messages can direct students 
into the course site and help students understand that their teacher is a 
human being who is present for them and accessible to them.

Our experience—and our survey—suggested that a strong reason for con-
sidering the use of push notifications is that the way students access information 
today may be changing. They may have been conditioned to wait for reminders 
or may be contending with information overload. Perhaps future studies will 
confirm a change in the cognitive processes of students, which will help instruc-
tors to understand why students seem to have difficulty finding information 
on course sites, even when the organizational pattern is explained to them. In 
the meantime, students are using their mobile devices more than ever to access 
course materials and even to complete assignments—and that is true for all de-
livery platforms, including web-enhanced in-person courses.

esTablishing The PuRPose of Push noTificaTions

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of push notifications, we can apply the 
Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TILT) framework to describe the pur-
pose of this practice, the tasks involved in the practice itself, and the criteria that 
would make this practice successful. As mentioned earlier, the theory informing 
our practice is the community of inquiry framework, developed by Garrison et 
al. (2000), which considers how social presence, cognitive presence, and teacher 
presence intersect to create the educational experience in asynchronous online 
environments. Research on push notifications in online instruction is limited, 
but existing studies do point to possibilities that would serve our purpose: to 
enhance student engagement, increase student perception of teacher presence, 
improve course accessibility, and help online teachers better manage their work-
load. Among these studies, the following themes emerge:

Accessibility of Course Design Helps to Ensure 
Push Notifications are Effective.

The best way to achieve presence in an online course is through frequent an-
nouncements that remind students of the importance of reading instructor-pro-
vided resources, while ensuring that assignment instructions are clear and pro-
vided in both written and audio format (Fendler, 2021). For us, this means 
designing our Canvas pages for optimal use with screen readers and providing 
short, captioned video introductions for each module.
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 Even in a web-enhanced in-person course, oral announcements in class are 
sometimes followed by reminders sent digitally, so instructors must consider 
how students are accessing and experiencing digital messages. A user-centered 
design “places the student experience at the heart of the course” (Greer & Sku-
rat Harris, 2018, p. 22). The multiple ways students access course content also 
suggests that “digital” and “device” must be considered together and separately:

• User-centered design for digital environments: Whether designing 
assignment prompts, syllabi, or course calendars, instructors need to be 
wary of simply replicating the kinds of documents and distribution prac-
tices used in the in-person classroom. Jessie Borgman and Jason Dockter 
(2018) have argued that, in online spaces, how course materials are 
created, included, and accessed within a course is just as important as the 
content of those materials. Abdulsalam Alhazmi and colleagues (2021) 
noted that student engagement is often improved by integrating updated 
text, audio, and video features in the LMS, making it important to con-
sider what adjustments or updates may be needed to our course sites.

• User-centered design specific to mobile devices: A survey of 64,536 
students at 130 higher education institutions found that 95 percent 
of students had smartphones (Galanek et al., 2018). Similarly, Pew 
Research Center (2021) reported that 96 percent of Americans ages 
18–29 own smartphones. Given that some students rely mostly on 
their mobile devices, instructors should design a course that welcomes 
all students, no matter how they access course materials (Baldwin & 
Ching, 2020). That requires going into the mobile app to find out 
how announcements look on a smaller screen and how students can 
interact with the course site and its materials. For example, tables tend 
to get cut off in the mobile app, but a vertical listing format works 
well on both large and small screens.

The appearance and functionality of a Canvas Announcement can shift, de-
pending on the digital platform from which it is accessed and on the type of device 
used by the viewer, e.g., a laptop computer or mobile device. Figures 1.1, 1.2, and 
1.3 show how a message with embedded video is displayed differently when viewed 
on a laptop screen through the Canvas Announcements forum, on a laptop via 
Gmail message, and on a mobile device via push notification on the Canvas App. 
In the Canvas Announcement forum, the video is immediately visible and ready 
to play by clicking on the start arrow (Figure 1.1). In the Gmail message, the vid-
eo link disappears: Students must click “View Announcement,” which takes them 
into the Canvas Announcement forum (Figure 1.2). In the Canvas mobile app, the 
video is accessed by clicking on the “Launch External Tool” button (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.1. How a message looks when viewed from the 
Canvas Announcements forum on a laptop.

Figure 1.2. How the same message in Figure 1.1 appears in a Gmail 
message on a laptop. Note: The message appears to come from the system 

rather than the instructor; students click the “View Announcement” 
link to get to the Canvas Announcement that hosts the video.
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Figure 1.3. How the same message from Figures 1.1 and 1.2 is viewed on 
a mobile device via push notification from the Canvas App. Note: Students 

click on the “Launch External Tool” button to get to the video player.

Figure 1.4. Push notifications can increase the 
perception of teacher presence in the course.
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A study conducted by Cathy Stone and Matthew Springer (2019) found that 
course design and instructor presence are the top two criteria students use to rate 
the quality of online instruction. Themes emerging from a study by Logan Rath 
and colleagues (2019) also suggested that students want effective communica-
tion from the online instructor and clear course organization.

Kathleen Sitzman and Debra Woodard Leners (2006) have argued that an-
nouncements can do more than provide information: They can express empathy 
for students, demonstrate the teacher’s expertise, and encourage students in their 
efforts. Students sometimes confuse automated notifications from the LMS 
(grades released, for example) with instructor-created notifications, so messages 
should be written in such a way that they are clearly coming from the teacher, 
rather than a system.

Broader research on the use of push notifications has led to insights that can 
assist teachers in developing a system of consistent messaging:

• The subject line of a push notification should grab attention and 
compel students to tap into the message. A study by Atilla Wohllebe 
and colleagues (2021) found that compelling subject lines positively 
correlate with users tapping into messages, which suggests that subject 
lines should clearly indicate need-to-know information.

• Optimal timing and frequency of push notifications may be an art 
in itself. Xuan-Lam Pham and colleagues (2016) have argued that 
engagement increases with the use of push notifications; however, too 
frequent notifications can have the opposite effect. Decisions about 
frequency may depend on the length of the course and the particular 
student cohort. It is worth noting, again, that Tess’s push notifications 
went out regularly at 8:00 a.m. each morning, with only sparing use of 
notifications otherwise.

• Push notifications can help ease instructor workload. In a study on fac-
ulty perceptions of workload and the value of efficiency, Lori J. Cooper 
and colleagues (2019) reported that both adjunct and full-time faculty 
agreed that push notifications to students beyond the online classroom 
were helpful in improving student engagement and managing instruc-
tor workload. A planned communication strategy takes some up-front 
labor, but it does save time during the run of the course.

Outlining Tasks and Criteria for Strategic Communication

What follows are tasks and criteria for strategic communication using the Canvas 
LMS platform, based on our own practice (see Figures 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4). 
While our own practice is based on the Announcements function in Canvas, 
which, in turn, syncs with the function of push notifications in the mobile app, 
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we can also envision other technologies that might offer similar affordances. For 
example, instructors may be able to send push notifications through a GroupMe 
chat, a blog, or a closed social media group. If the platform does not offer the 
ability to schedule posts, the instructor can copy-and-paste from pre-written 
messages, on an as-needed basis.

Establish a Communication Schedule

Our first task is to work out the schedule for the course and set due times/dates 
for assignments. Next, we take a look at the Course Summary: The assignment 
links populate that list once the due dates and times are added and the assign-
ment is published (see Figure 1.5). We make sure all assignments are published 
and show up on the Course Summary before messages are pushed out—other-
wise, students will not be able to access the assignments through any links we 
embed.

Published Canvas Assignments are pushed out automatically to student To 
Do lists each day, along with the assignments for every other course a student is 
taking. This may help explain why students tend to actively engage most often 
through the To Do list: They are looking at all the tasks for the day, not just 
those for our class. 

Figure 1.5. Published assignments as shown in Canvas Course 
Summary. Note: Course Summary shows published assignments, 

which also populate the Canvas Calendar the Canvas To Do.
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This also explains why students may miss resources they need to do their 
work: If links to the module do not appear within the assignment, some stu-
dents may not think to seek out those resources. We now embed links to relevant 
Canvas pages and other resources within each Canvas Assignment, which also 
helps streamline the effort to create push notifications. 

Some might wonder why we go to all this effort; however, we believe it is crucial 
to create and schedule messages to establish our personal presence in the course.

After working out the course schedule and publishing assignments, we con-
sider the following tasks as we schedule push notifications:

• Deciding how many messages per week are needed. For a regular 
semester course, we encourage students to vote for the best days and 
times for releasing push notifications. For courses with a shorter time 
frame, we let students know ahead of time how often and at what 
times they can expect to receive notifications (see Figure 1.3).

• Using a combination of scheduled and unscheduled push notifica-
tions. A mix of spontaneous and scheduled messages can increase our 
presence in the course from the perspective of students. These messag-
es can also continually remind students that they are indeed taking a 
course and have tasks to complete.

• Informing students that we may need to send additional notifica-
tions. They should not be surprised to receive notifications when the 
schedule changes at the last minute or if other urgent information 
needs to be sent out.

• Avoiding information overload by avoiding constant notifications. 
We try to make each message count so students will pay attention. If 
we need to announce additional information, we consider whether 
that information could simply be added to an existing delayed-release 
notification. As A.J. discovered, noticeable confusion and frustration 
about assignments may be a sign that too many notifications are going 
out or that the timing is erratic, causing students to either ignore or 
miss the messages.

Encourage Students to Use the Canvas Announcements 
Forum as the Course News Feed

The Announcements forum on Canvas is on the main course menu and students 
can click in to find any messages they might have missed or want to revisit; the 
forum is also available through the mobile app. We make clear that students are 
responsible for reading all messages, even if they have ignored the notification 
or edited settings to keep the LMS from sending notifications to their email or 
mobile device. An example announcement is shown in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6. Announcement of plan for scheduled course reminders and due 
times for assignments. Note: The use of “I” clearly signals this is the instructor’s 

notification, rather than an automated notification from Canvas.

Figure 1.7. How a Canvas Announcement appears on the screen of a mobile device.

Consider the Tone and Style of the Message

Informational content of the message is just a starting point for consideration: 
We like to aim for a positive—or neutral—tone and style (see Figure 1.4). We 
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also aim for brief and concise messages, often just a sentence or two to intro-
duce a list of tasks or to announce late-breaking news. Messages should reflect 
the instructor’s personality, expertise, and care for the students. We consider 
the following:

• Being mindful of language use. We want our “presence” perceived 
as helpful and friendly, not annoying or intimidating. We may “feel” 
the attitude—positive or negative—once we also start receiving the 
messages, so we adjust as needed. This adjustment could be as simple 
as rephrasing an accusatory “You must post your peer response by 
11:59 p.m. or you will NOT receive credit” to a more neutral “Peer re-
sponses must be posted by 11:59 p.m. to receive credit” or even polite, 
“Please post your peer response by 11:59 so you receive credit.”

• Keeping messages as short as possible. We do this by embedding 
direct links to published items in Canvas, where students can find 
more details. If this is not possible with an institution’s LMS, then the 
instructor should clearly state where students can find the informa-
tion. Using links does keep messages more concise. The less text in the 
message, the more likely the message will be read. It’s best to focus on 
what students need to know at that moment.

• Reviewing each message at some point prior to release to make sure 
it is still the message we want to send. This is also the time to add 
new information, so that we do not overload students with too many 
notification alerts.

An example message is shared in Figure 1.7.

Maximize the Affordances of the Technology Platform

When setting up messages, we consider how our specific technology works and 
take advantage of its affordances, while working around the constraints:

• Setting release date and time before composing the message. Imagine 
students receiving a semester’s worth of push notifications in one day! 
On a published Canvas course, a saved message is a sent message—un-
less the message is first set for delayed release. To avoid this embarrassing 
scenario, we set up the delayed-release date and time before writing the 
message. Otherwise, the message will be released to all our students 
immediately as soon as we hit “save.” To eliminate that risk, we can leave 
the Canvas course unpublished until we have completed the sched-
uled messages, but there’s a catch: If we forget to add the release dates 
or accidentally set release dates that occur before the course is actually 
published, those message will not be pushed out to students at all. The 
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messages would be available in the Announcements forum, but they 
would show up in the forum all at once, which is also not ideal.

• Using consistent subject lines for scheduled messages. For simplicity’s 
sake, we use a generic heading such as “What’s due today” for a fast-
paced online course or “What’s due this week” for a regular semester 
course. Adding a specific day and date is also especially helpful, so 
that messages are distinguishable from one another in the Canvas 
Announcements forum (see Figure 1.8). A consistent subject line 
allows students to immediately recognize the type of message they are 
receiving; however, a long list of messages with the same subject line 
will frustrate students who need to quickly locate a particular message.

• Considering how many links are necessary. One purpose of push 
notifications is to get students into the LMS module, not to help them 
avoid or minimize their presence in the course site. We have tried sev-
eral ways to get students into the Canvas modules. One method is to 
place a link to the entire module, with a reminder that students need 
to access additional resources. Another option, one that also ensures 
push notifications are consistent with items on the To Do list, is to 
embed the necessary Module links within each Canvas Assignment or 
Discussion. This practice reduces the number of links required in our 
message and leaves us more space to be present as the instructor. The 
fewer the links, the fewer the links we need to test. Another advantage 
is that we can update information within Module pages without wor-
rying about updating information in the assignment.

• Considering how the message will show up on laptop screens and on 
mobile devices. The message may look slightly different depending on 
where the Canvas Announcement is accessed. We check the message 
before it goes out, but also review it again on a laptop and mobile 
device after it is released.

• Proofreading the text and testing all links. Once we have set up the 
message—and every time we make changes to the message—we save 
the message, reread, and test all the links.

Enhance Communication with Additional Technologies

We take advantage of whatever technologies are available to enhance our com-
munication practices, focusing on technologies students are already using when-
ever possible. Sometimes we need to check for any restrictions our institution 
may have placed on use of particular technologies, due to security concerns or 
privacy issues. We also must consider whether additional technologies will help 
or hinder students. 
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Figure 1.8. Subject lines for scheduled messages. Note: Consistent subject line 
“What’s due today” helps students recognize the type of message, while the added 

date helps them locate the message later. Delayed notifications appear on the 
instructor version of the Announcements page, but not the student version.

Our institution uses Gmail, so we can use Google Calendar to schedule 
Zoom meetings, which sends out its own push notifications to students. When 
inviting the entire class to a Zoom meeting, we can use Canvas Announcements 
to send the link. If the meeting is required, we can also post it as an Assignment 
in Canvas so that it shows up on the Course Summary, the Canvas Site Calen-
dar, and the Student To Do List. These features allow us to provide greater clarity 
as to where and how meetings may take place, what is due, and when it is to be 
turned in.

When sending messages to individual students, particularly about missed 
classes or assignments, we use the Canvas mail system so that messages are kept 
within each course and not mixed in with other messages in our Gmail accounts. 
This practice makes those messages easier to track when necessary. If students 
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contact us via our Gmail accounts, we can add labels to those messages with the 
name of the course for easier retrieval later.

REFLECTION ON PRACTICE

Push notifications can be scheduled in advance, yet they can still feel very pres-
ent—and even urgently present—the moment they are received. They can also 
feel very personal, as push notifications seem directed specifically to each indi-
vidual recipient.

affoRdances of The PRacTice To PRomoTe a communiTy of inquiRy

Key benefits of this practice include the ability to alert students to upcoming as-
signments, wherever those students are, as long as they have their mobile devices 
with them. This practice increases opportunities for students to be regularly re-
minded about assignments, which they can also access right from their mobile 
devices. If students benefit from push notifications, then instructors benefit, too, 
because they will spend less time fielding questions and following up on missing 
assignments.

challenges We can foResee When using This PRacTice

As mentioned earlier, students can use the To Do list to go directly to assign-
ments and simply follow whatever prompt is in the assignment forum. If our 
push notifications merely provide links from the To Do list, students could still 
miss the information they need to successfully complete their work.

The results of our survey raised more questions about how students per-
ceive push notifications. Comments provided by respondents suggest that some 
students confuse announcements created by instructors with automatic noti-
fications sent out by the LMS. This point of confusion makes it important to 
add more personality to messages to ensure students recognize the message as 
coming from their instructor.

We are not certain how many automatic notifications students receive from the 
LMS and whether that number depends on an institution’s particular contract with 
Canvas or the particular implementation of Canvas. We do know our students can 
opt out of some or all automatic notifications. We also know that our students can 
opt out of having Canvas Announcements forwarded to them, and we try to make 
them aware that we use this feature, encouraging them to leave it turned on.

A major challenge we have already experienced and foresee will continue 
is that technology is always changing; platforms are updated or new platforms 
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replace or enhance existing platforms. We have our vantage as the instructor 
rather than as the student, both in terms of how we conceive the arc of the 
course and how we see things in the LMS itself. Some instructors may lack 
experience using the LMS, which can lead to disorganization and confusion. 
Instructors may not be notified about updates to the LMS—or notified in time 
to adjust the course design.

Students—and instructors—are increasingly overloaded with information. 
This overload plays out beyond any updates in course objectives and outcomes: 
technology creates considerable information overload through the need to con-
stantly fix bugs and update technologies. Changes in technology lead to shifts 
in how students engage with course sites, which further mandates an update in 
pedagogical practices. The lag time between each of these phases creates its own 
problems, including how quickly instructors migrate and adapt to new technolo-
gies, how much time passes before students shift to new ways of engaging with the 
technologies, and how much more time passes before instructors become aware 
of changes in student engagement to even determine what has changed and why.

Refining Tasks and cRiTeRia To ensuRe sTudenT success

Over time, as we continue to gain experience as instructors and as users of this 
LMS, we have refined our approaches to using the technologies available to us. 
The following is not a comprehensive list, but it does sum up major areas where 
we have identified room for improvement:

• We Sought Out Student Input on the Timing and Frequency of 
Notifications. Student input is not a foolproof strategy, as some stu-
dents will be unhappy with whatever choice the group makes or will 
discover later the push notification schedule does not work for them. 
Seeking student input on the schedule is also not useful for shorter 
courses that require daily reminders. Finally, going forward, we need 
to become more aware of how often the Canvas system is sending stu-
dents automated notifications to ensure we do not overload students 
with notifications to the point where they ignore our messages.

• We Worked on Making Messages More Personable. Students are 
more likely to communicate with instructors who present themselves 
as approachable. Style choices in subject headings and body text 
can help to immediately identify the message as coming from a real 
person, who has content expertise and empathy for students. For 
example, we might reference a discussion from a recent synchronous 
session, say something about the weather or current events, or embed 
a video of ourselves providing whole-class feedback on a recent class 
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activity. As we become more comfortable with this practice, we are 
starting to share more humor in our messages, such as a meme or 
video related to course content.

• We Worked on Making Messages More Concise. Our goal is to 
reduce the number of links required in a message, which would save 
labor and reduce the need to test so many links. Broken links are likely 
to cause students to focus on the instructor’s failure to provide a live 
link rather than their responsibility to keep up with assigned tasks. 
At the same time, we recognized the need to direct students into the 
module so that they see all the resources available to them. We have 
come to realize that assignments themselves should include links to 
necessary module pages. That way, through one link to an assign-
ment, students can find resources easily, whether they actively access 
assignments from the To Do list or passively retrieve them through 
push notifications. We continue to consider how to better leverage 
the relationship between the published assignments that populate the 
To Do list and the push notifications we send out through Canvas 
Announcements. More careful consideration of the text and links to 
include in assignment prompts may allow us to minimize links in the 
push notifications and ensure consistency of messaging.

• We Began to Use Push Notifications for In-Person Web-Enhanced 
Courses. We recognized that some students really do depend on 
their mobile devices. This observation was supplemented by a show 
of hands during an early in-person synchronous class session that 
showed how virtually all students in our classes were using the 
mobile app. Given this change in the manner that students interact 
with their courses, we cannot emphasize enough the point that even 
web-enhanced in-person courses are becoming less fully reliant on 
in-person interactions. Also, the need to be accessible to and stay in 
touch with students who are absent seems to make scheduled noti-
fications a logical way to do this, while maintaining boundaries on 
instructor time and labor.

CONCLUSION

Planning out course announcements as push notifications can help instructors, 
both new and experienced, to become more organized. When teaching from a 
course template in particular, setting up messages ahead of time can also serve 
to reinforce the instructor’s familiarity with the course structure and timeline. 
Having reminders set up ahead of time can alleviate stress once the semester gets 
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busy because the instructor no longer has to remember to send them or take 
time to create them.

Additionally, planning out a course’s communication strategy in advance 
provides a foundation for successful interactions with students; however, this 
practice also demands flexibility. Instructors must be willing to adjust the ap-
proach, based on direct student feedback and evidence of student learning. For 
example, the instructor should review upcoming messages to ensure the infor-
mation is still relevant and useful as the course progresses and revise them ac-
cordingly if the need arises.

The goal of this practice is to benefit both students and instructors. However, 
a significant potential drawback is the creation of new expectations for teachers, 
making them responsible for actively reminding students about upcoming due 
dates. Instructors benefit from this practice only if they are able to spend more 
time on course concepts and less time on administrative tasks, such as following 
up on missing assignments—and missing students.

To summarize, push notifications are one part of a user-centered design, 
which must consider the use of mobile devices to access and interact with course 
materials. Push notifications need to be more than informational; they need 
to reflect the instructor’s personality, expertise, and care for the students. Push 
notifications must also emphasize the importance of tapping into and reading 
the instructor-provided resources, which is especially critical for students who 
rarely or never click into the online course modules or who rarely or never in-
teract with the course on a desktop or laptop screen. Finally, the frequency of 
push notifications and the subject lines of push notifications must be carefully 
considered to ensure that students respond to them, rather than ignore them. 
Ultimately, we believe this to be a worthwhile practice for instructors to use and 
adapt for the benefit of both students and themselves.

MOVING BETTER PRACTICES ACROSS MODALITIES

• In-Person, Real-Time Learning: A push-notification program can be 
created—with input from students about timing and frequency—to 
send personable instructor messages that remind students about tasks 
due for class meetings.

• Online, Real-Time Learning: A push-notification program can 
remind students of tasks to complete prior to each class meeting, and 
each message can also include the link to the scheduled video call.

• Online, Any time Learning: A push-notification program can estab-
lish and strengthen a sense of teacher presence in a course without 
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real-time meetings while also scaffolding the assignments and remind-
ing students of day-to-day tasks they need to complete.

• Hybrid Learning: A push-notification program can help reduce 
confusion by reminding students of the scheduled learning modalities 
for each week, in addition to reminding them about assignments to 
complete prior to real-time meetings.
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